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New store aims to provide
counter pop culture' products
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Students
form circus

and clothing.

By Josh Whetherholt
Reporte'

University student
Logan Jacot has put
together a campus
circus with other
students | Page 3
KNIOHMAN

A response
to Stubby
McDrool

ESTABLISHED 1920

'HE BG NEWS

GLASS: A colorful display of handmade glass pipes sold at Mesmerize Located on 181S
Main St. this new store specializes hi tobacco smoking products and accessories

There is a new family member
among the businesses in downtown Bowling Green.
The variety store Mezmorize,
located on South Main Street,
opened its doors recently, looking to offer quality goods to students at low prices. They offer a
wide array of items, including
smoking glassware, hookahs

"I thought it was sweet thai
there was a new store in town,"
employee Matt Morgan said.
"Dorm Daze was pretty dead, so
it's good that there is another
option in town. We're trying to
createacounterpopcultureshop
where you can find everything
you don't find everywhere."
The family owned business
tries to offer low prices by get t i ng
much of the glassware for sale

from a provider in Columbus.
"We make the pipes in
Columbus, just down the road,"
manager Mike Htisain said. "I
don't think anyone in the state
of Ohio can match our prices on
pipes, because we manufacture
our own pipes and we can offer
low prices."
Employee Mike Loudln is
J2

MEZMORIZE

Guest columnist
Tim Brenner disagrees
with faculty columnist
Phil Schurrer,
accusing Stubby
McDrool of being a
"straw man" | Page 4

Making sense
of political
debates
Guest columnist
Michael Thurau

By Lin Chafotz

explores the difficulties
of discussing health
cate | Page 4

■ Admonishment
for South
Carolina
representative
Rep. Joe Wilson
refuses to return to
the House floor to
express further remorse

I

Two-year tuition freeze
could end beginning

Books, coffee and a
sense of community
at a downtown shop
it the largest used book store
Reporter
from Columbus to Ann Arbor.
And owner Kelly Wick said he
Grounds For Thought on wants even more.
"I wanna smash as many
Main Street has many attention grabbers — the list of spe- books in here as possible," he
cialty coffees, the out-of-town said.
The special coffee drinks
newspapers, the shelves upon
shelves of books and the treats sold at the front of the store
towards the front. However, include the Elvis, a blend of
there is much more to this cof- peanut butter and banana
with whipped cream, and the
fee house than meets the eye.
For instance, the shelves Marilyn Monroe, consisting
of books consist of close to of white chocolate and maca175,000 books, with roughly damia nut. Both drinks were
1,000 new books coming into invented by members of "the
the shop every week, making crew" who work there. Among

spring semester
By Andy O,Hi.-1
Senior Reporter

other specialty titles are the
melted snowman and the
Lochness monster.
"Wethinkacoffeeshop needs
to have something unique
to keep people coming back,"
Wick said.
Grounds For Thought was
opened in 1989 by Wick and
his wife Laura, who wanted a
place for themselves.
"We wanted to create a place
where we'd like to go," Wick
said. "There weren't many cofSee GROUNDS | Page 2

for his outburst
against President
Obama | Page 5

Matt Schneider
answers the
questions

I SOME FUN FACTS
Grounds For Thought was opened in 1989 by
Kelly and Laura Wick,.

The senior captain
of the men's golf
team responds to
20 questions asked
by the sports
section | Pag* 6

The Grounds For Thought shelves are home to
about 175,000 books, and the coffee shop adds
about 1,000 books to its inventory each week.
Grounds For Thought brews their own coffee at
PHOIO IUUSTRATION BV AUINA BUZAS
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After a two-yearlong tuition
freeze, the ice has melted and
tempers could flare as students
might see higher tuition costs
starting the upcoming spring
semester.
With an approving vote from
the University Board of Trustees
Oct 2., full-time undergraduate
students could see an increase
of 3.5 percent, or $159 dollars a semester, added to their
tuition bills, according to e-mail
President Carol Carrwright sent
yesterday to the student body.
The cost for a full-time student
at the Firelands campus would
be $78.
"This was a difficult decision that was not taken lightly.''
Carrwright wrote in the e-mail.
"I understand the economichardships facing many of our
students and families. We are
committed to doing our best to
ensure that a BGSU education
remains affordable.'' she added.
Some are already feeling the
financial burden.
"I feel it's wrong," freshman
Dome Edwards said. "It's difficult enough for people to pay for
tuition at the start, but for them
to increase it in the middle of the
school year... I can understand
how it will affect people."
And some are furious with the
decision.
"That's not fair because it's high
enough as it is," junior Blake
Spallino said. "They should
include a lot of stuff in tuition
that they don't, like books or
parking."
Due to a massive reduction
in the State Share of Instruction
(the major funding entity for
higher education in the state),
Ohio approved legislation stating all colleges and universities
could raise tuition prices lo a
maximum of 3.5 percent for the

fall, according to the University's
Chief Financial Officer Sherideen
Sioll.
The University acquired $88.1
million from the SSI this year,
and is projected to receive an
increase of 1.5 percent for next
year. Last year, the University
received a 9.5 percenl increase
from SSI, a drastic decrease in a
12-month span.
According to Stoll, almost all
Ohio schools have raised tuition
rates for the upcoming year. From
Owens Community College to
the University of Toledo, most
Ohio schools are in the same
financial boat.
A decision on raising tuition for
the 2010-11 year has not yet been
announced. An additional raise
will depend largely on the next
budget, but Stoll is preparing for
another cut in SSI for next year.
"1 hate it. I hate having to do
this." Stoll said. "We're facing very
significant reductions from the
state and are going through one
of the toughest economic downturns in my lifetime."
Faculty members are also supportive of students in this situation.
"It's unfortunate students are
going to be forced to pay more,''
said David lackson, president of
the BGSU Faculty Association.
lackson also said the problem
the administration currently has
is they are vague in their use of
the words "reorganization" and
"expense reductions.'' (Carrwright
used both words in her e-mail.)
lackson said it is not fair that the
cuts, increased tuition and the
recent faculty pay freeze sprung
without ample warning.
But with all these increased
costs, the administration agrees
the ends will justify the means.
Senior
Director
of
Communications
Dave
See TUITION | Page 2

What kind of small
business would you

Program works with students
to manage money one on one

open up in Bowling
Green?

A BRIGHT DAY

By Michelle Olmiteid

advising.
Patricia Donnelly, the interim director of Student Money
From managing credit card Management Services, is one of
debt to setting up a monthly the professionals who routinely
budget to consolidating student conducts these sessions.
Donnelly explained that for
loans, counselors from Student
Money Management Services each session, a professional
are ready to help students with meets one-on-one with the student. If one of the program's
their Financial woes.
One of the newer programs student interns are available,
offered by SMMS is the indi- they may also sit in on the
vidualized financial education meeting.
"It's really nice to allow a stusessions, which are free to both
undergraduate and graduate dent to have another student's
students.
input sometimes just because it
These 90-minute sessions helps to have them there to say,
officially began in January 'I've been there, I've done that,'"
2008; during their first year of
See MONEY | Page 2
operation, roughly 60 students
took advantage of free financial
Reporter

-.

KATIE GULLETT
freshman. Biology
"A tanning salon
with an ice cream
shop inside so you
can cool off from
your tan" | Page 4

ONLINE: Go to www
bgviem.com lo check
out a video People on the
Street answering me question,
"What do you think about the
possible tuition increase for next
spring semester?"

&

COURTNEY STELLA*

OH, THE HUMIDITY!: Freshmen Amy Johnson, an International Studies major, enjoys the weather yesterday evening. Johnson says
she thinks the warm September weather is nice, however, as she's orignally from Nevada, she admits she dislikes the humidity in Ohio.

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS. SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
&
I
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BLOTTER

Kroger cuts guidance as profit falls

MONDAY SEPT. 14

By Dan Stwcll
The Associated Press

126 A.M.
Benjamin Gorman. 21. of Bowling
Green, was warned for disorderly
conduct for a loud parly within (he
100th block of S. College St

CINCINNATI — The nations
largest grocery store operator
says worried shoppers are still
cautiously stretching their dollars by coming in more often
while buying only what they
need tight away and at the lowest prices.
Kroger Co. reported yesterday thai its second-quartet
profit fell nearly H percent. The
company cut its outlook for the
year amid intense competition
for the attention of customers
the grocer expects to remain
conservative.
"Consumers
throughout
the U.S. obviously are going

3:13 A.M.
Richard Abdo. of McClure, Ohio.
was cited for possession of drug
paraphernalia, underage under the
influence, resisting arrest, open conlamer and possession of marijuana
at the Education Building.
11:29 A.M.
. i Abels, of Fort Recovery.
was cited for possession of
iraphernalia and underage
under the influence.
ogan, of Dublin. Ohio, was
cited for possession of marijuana
and drug paraphernalia.
Dallas Craft, of Crown. Ohio, was
cited for possession of marijuana.
n Newman, of Athens. Ohio,
ted for possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia.
linant reported unknown
Hibject(s) took his bike, valued at
$50. within the 800th block of N.
College Drive.

through a lot of trauma," David
B. Dillon. Kroger's chairman
and CEO, told investors in a
conference call.
Kroger shares tumbled S1.65,
or 7.5 percent, to close at $20.46.
"They are being forced to keep
their prices down or move even
lower," said Dong Conn, managing director of New York-based
HexagonSecurities. "Consumers
are nervous, and are looking
at every purchase with equal
importance, from the huge ticket items to what they're eating

for lunch or dinner."
Mere are some other trends
Kroger officials are marking
as unemployment rises and
households tighten budgets:
— Sales are strong for deli

From

3:22 P.M.
Juveniles were warned for riding
bikes on the sidewalk within the
100th block of N. Main St.
8 00 P.M.
*iael Ream. 22. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for possession
' of marijuana within the 200th block
'of Napoleon Road.

KNIONMAN l THEBGNEWS

CHECKOUT: Senior accounting major Matt Morgan (left) shows oil a handmade tobacco smoking pipe to |unior Liz Bowman (tight), a potential customer Mesmerize specializes
in handmade glass pipes and other tobacco smoking products

1034 PM.
Yvonne Nickell. «*5. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for felonious
assault within the 300th block of N.
Mam St

students, we get everybody."

GROUNDS

TUESDAY, SEPT. 15

From

12:08 A.M.
Dmitry Komarov. 26. of Bowling
Green, was cited for discharging
weapons in ctty limits and inducing
panic when he discharged a pellet
gun in his apartment complex in an
attempt to destroy a wasp nest m
the 1500th block of Clough St.

fee shops in Bowling Green in
the 80s."
Grounds For Thought not
only serves as one of Bowling
Green's biggest coffee shops,
Hick said, but it also acts as a
meeting place.
I feel the coffee shop acts
like a community center in
Bowling Green," he said. "Lots
of clubs meet here, including
the Knitting Club and Chess
Club, and there are niiuiy meetings held here."
The coffee house attracts
many different audiences,
including Samantha King, a
junior at Bowling Green High
School.
"I came here today because
of a sore throat," King said yesterday. "I thought a Clip of tea
and a good book would help."
King said she is not a frequent Grounds-goer, but likes
the coffee shop because of the
atmosphere.
"It's not quiet, hut it's enjoyable," she said.
There are many reasons
for people to keep going to
Grounds lor Thought, including their selection in books,
movies and records — a reason
which first enticed community members Colleen Jenkins
and Ryan Minnick to enter the
shop.
"Not a lot of places in Bowling
Green sell records," Minnick
said.
Wick believes the reason for
Grounds' popularity is that
everybody loves to read and sit
in the coffee house.
"I think one of the things that
keeps people coming in is the
ability to cross boundaries,"
he said. "Age boundaries are
always crossed, we have people in here from a young age
like high school, throughout
the day it changes as the retirees stop by, professors and grad

ONLINE: Go to bgviews.com for the
11'itier M

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

TUITION
From Page 1
Kielmeycr said if a student can
come up with the extra money
now, it will pay great dividends in
the future.
"If you look at the studies, a
college education is worth it in
the long run," Kielmeycr said.
"Certainty it's a financial burden
now, but it will pay off for you in
the long term."

iiditor's note: Managing lidilor
Kale Snyder contributed additional reporting u> tills article.
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In 1992, Grounds started
brewing their own coffee. The
coffee is brewed around the
corner from the shop at a store
called Wholesale Specialty
Roaster, which roasts coffee
beans from all over the world
everyday, said David Breen.an
11 -year coffee roaster.
After the beans are roasted,
Breen mixes in the different flavors people enjoy and creates
the final result.
"As a roaster I determine the
final product," he said. "I use
my eyes, ears and especially
my nose to get a good idea of
when the beans are done."
Coffee is then provided to
local stores in town, including
Easy Street Cafe, Sam B's, Nelly's
IX'li and even Tony lvaco's in
Toledo. Individuals can even
order coffee for delivery as long
as it's over two pounds.
Grounds lor Thought also
has a concert series once a
month where they bring in
outside talent.
This Tuesday at 8 p.m. there
will be little Cow, a band from
i lungary that just performed at
the Black Swamp Arts Festival.
"We try to get some additional talent to come to Bowling
Green." he said, "lust because
you haven't heard of it, don't be
scared. We try and present new
talent."
Grounds for Thought shows
are always free and open to all
ages. Wick said the shows usually attract about 300 people.
Wick said the coffee shop
basically has something for
everyone, from a place to enjoy
music to books and good company. And if that's not enough,
there are always coffee shop
romances.
"It seems like every year
there's a different couple who
met in here who ended up
getting married," he said. "It's
Because people always reel like
you can be yourself in the coffee house."
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excited about the store being
a student-run operation that
offers an atmosphere young
people can relate to.
"We're trying to give kids a
selection of high quality glass
and
tobacco
accessories,"
l.oudin said. "We're trying to
keep money here in BG. Kids
would have to go to other cities to get stuff and the owners
wanted it to be a local thing run
by students. I lusain is basically
turning Ithe store! over to the
students because he knows we
know the demographic better
than he does."
Besides selling glass from
Columbus, Mezmorize has been
talking with the glassblowing
classes at the University to sec if
any students are interested selling their own wares, to make
some money for the students, as
well as have locally made products.
"It's just really cool because
students blew the glass, students

MONEY
From Page 1

Don nelly said.
Often, the interns have personally dealt with the same
issues of budgeting or dealing
with student loans. Student
Money Management Counselor
lane Clinard said. By having
someone present in the sessions
who has been there, it offers a
familiar perspective.
"If you were to pay for this on
the outside, you could pay up to
$60 per hour to actually sit down
with somebody and go over this
information," Clinard said.
"We make it a point not to
judge as to what people's decisions are, but instead, to educate
them," she added.
Clinard stressed that a sound
financial situation has a profound effect on the overall wellbeing ofindividuals.
"When you have your finances
in order, everything seems to go
a lol better," she said. "We meet
them wherever they are and we
try to figure out a solution that

because customers are spending less atid retailers are aggressively competing for their dollars," said W. Rodney McMullen,
Kroger's president and chief
operating officer.
And revenues were hurt by
falling prices for milk, produce
and other staples plus lower gas
prices at Kroger service stations.
But Kroger officials say they
are gaining market share and
new regular customers.
They say will continue their
focus on long-term growth and
expect sales to pick up by the
fourth quarter.
Megan I.icursi, a Cincinnati
small-business owner who
shops for her family of three,
said she goes to Kroger for ingre-

been one in the city before."
sold the glass and then students
While the store tries to offer
use (he glass," Loudin said.
Mezmorize is constantly a wide variety of options for
trying to bring in more prod- customers, they are more than
ucts, including tapestries, more willing to hear suggestions, even
clothing, more hookah acces- going as far as personally ordering things for customers and
sories and even music, llusain
notifying them when the prodsaid. The owners of the store
uct arrives.
are primarily concert promoters
"It's still kind of empty comand are very interested in bringpared to where it will be in the
ing artists touring nearby into
the store for various promotions, next couple of weeks," llusain
such as autograph signings. said. "Every week there's something new coming into the store.
However, there has been some
apprehension about bringing If you want something that we
another music store into town, don't have, we definitely try to
because as llusain said, "we get it. If we can't get it. we'll get
didn't want to step on the toes of something [the customerl will
like. We try to cater to our cusother local businesses."
The next step for Mezmorize tomers."
Mezmorize offers discounts to
is setting up a hookah bar in
the store or nearby, once the students and has coupons for
ordinance and necessary steps everyone else, all to try and prohave been taken to set up such vide good service to the community and bring more color to the
a lounge.
"We are looking into opening a downtown area.
"BG has needed a good quallounge in the area," I lusain said.
"That is the type of business we ity store like this for a long time.
are familiar with and from talk- People wanted it," Husain said.
ing to customers, I think it would "Everyone that's come in so far has
been like, 'Wow'. They've been
work. It is a long process and
that's probably why there hasn't mesmerized."

will help them,"
"I feel so badly when the students come in and they're so
stressed about their money,"
Clinard said, "and if we can
sometimes just change their
behavior a little, it's like they see
the light at the end of the tunnel."
During a typical session, one
of the first items of discussion is
the student's current financial
knowledge, such as accounting
classes or information gained
from parents.
Students are then asked to
write their number one financial goal along with a list of ways
they could meet this goal.
Clinard said it is a proven fact
that people who write down
their financial goals are more
likely to achieve them.
"It's a matter sometimes of just
teaming what their behavior is,
and when they put down how
much it costs, they're just flabbergasted," she said. "It is like
the most positive office because
we're all about making a difference in lives and everybody
knows that. I honestly think that
people feel really good once they

imwcami
28II flak
ISOSfclMa
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have left us."
Financial planners and calculators are also available to
students on the Student Money
Management Services web page.
There, students can create daily
or monthly budgets, as well as
utilize a financial aid estimator
and a credit card calculator.
But while the SMMS does
offer many services to students,
there are limits to their help.
According to their Web site, they
are unable to interact with creditors or assist students with taxes
or retirement planning.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION:
Students interested in setting up an
appointment for an individualized financial
education session may call Student Money
Management Services at: (419) 572-2252
For online financial tools, visit the
Student Money Management Seivices
Web site at: http://www.bgsu.edu/odices/
sa/smms/
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The BG News is now looking for reporters, copy editors, photographers, videographers, columnists and cartoonists.

Contact us at thenews@bgnews.com,
call us at 419-372-6966 or just swing by
our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

JOHN NiWLOVE REAL fc&TAlft, INC.
One and Two Bedroom Apartments, Duplexes &«. Houses
Available for immediate occupancy.

Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH

OIL CHANGE

(Across From Taco Bell)

with lire Rotation"
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www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Ctrfil

Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30-4:00

Across from ALDI
lMSWSUttSi

dients for the evening meal but
increasingly is doing her major
shopping at SuperValu Inc.'s
bigg's grocery store because it's
easier to rack up gasoline discounts there than with Kroger's
loyalty card.
"We've also started buying
a lot more of the store brands,"
she said.
Kroger reported that total
sales, including fuel, of $17.7
billion, down 2.2 percent from
S1R.1 billion in the second
quarter a year ago. Its net earnings totaled $254.4 million, or
39 cents per share, down from
$276.5 million, or 42 cents per
share. The company said total
sales without fuel were up 3.5
percent for the quarter.

organization that

1419)

&®ss®HJT0 SERVICE CENTERS«
CraHllBi
Mam

— Sales are falling at the end
of the month when household
money runs low, and more customers are paying with food
stamps.
Meanwhile, price battles
among grocers, bargain chains
and big-box retailers, led by
Wal-Mart Stores Inc., are cutting into Kroger's profit.
"This is not surprising,

MEMORIZE

3:17 P.M.
I nant reported $230 missing
er ipaitmeni within the 500th
block of E Merry Ave.

>

foods and meals prepared in
the store as people shy away
from restaurants.
— Many customers are
seeking discounts on national brands; others are trading
down to the lowest-priced
brand — even among store
brands — particularly Kroger's
no-frills "Value" items.
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Students form new
circus on campus
By Tim N.iid.i
Reporter

A student has started his own
circus at the University.
I.ogan Jacoi is a sophomore who left home at age 14
to join the circus. When he
came to Bowling (ireen, he
found some students were
interested In learning how
to do tricks, so he decided

to start Circus Vera.

AUIHABUZAS
'HiBGNEWS
STRETCHING OUT: Sophomore theater major Logan Jacot leads stretching exercises yesterday evening Jacot reminded circus members that (or every stretch you do. the other half of your body needs to perform a reciprocating stretch

»UIN»BUZAS
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BEND: Sophomore popular culture majoi Tucker Barton demonstrates a backbend during the stretching class last night. Barton said he
has been part of the Circus since it began last March. "It's so different than anything I've ever done before." Barton said.

John Hopkins student
kills intruder with samurai
sword during break-in
By Payal Patnaik
The Johns Hopkins News-Letter
(II Vi re)

Johns Hopkins University
undergraduate
John
Pontolillo used a samurai
sword to kill an intruder in
his off-campus residence at
the 300 block of E. University
Parkway early yesterday
morning.
Police Detective Donny
Moses of the Baltimore
Northern Police District
reported that the intruder
bled out on the scene.
The senior from Wall, Pa.,
has not yet been charged
with any crime, although
investigations remain ongoing, according to Moses.
At around 1:20 a.m., officers were called by a neighbor
who reported a suspicious
person on the front porch of
the home.
"The neighbor reported
seeing a black male wearing
a black T-shirt on the porch,"
Moses said. "That person had
disappeared from the porch
when the Hopkins student
searching the house stumbling upon him hiding itt the
garage."
Pontolillo, more commonly
known as "Ponts," confronted
the intruder after hearing a
disturbance in the basement.
He went downstairs, armed
with a sword.
According to Moses, Ponts
confronted the intruder and
ordered him to stand still.
He also called for police and
for help.
"The intruder lunged at
him," Moses said. "The student in panic swung the
sword, struck the intruder in

the left wrist, partially severing the hand."
Senior Andres Contreras
heard the incident nearby in
his house.
"I was in my kitchen at
around one something, and
all of a sudden I heard someone yell, 'Get down, get the
f"' on the ground,'" he said.
"I knew there were robberies
going on [In the neighborhood!. It sounded like police.
They kept yelling, 'Don't you
f'ingmove.'"
"I could hear [the intruderl
screaming, |but| I thought he
was being roughhoused and
was just upset," Contreras
added.
Moses confirmed that there
had been a burglary earlier
that day in the same location,
in which two laptops and a
Sony PlayStation were stolen.
Ponts's roommate, junior
Woody
Campbell,
was
unavailable for comment.
lunior Rrandon Doan,
who lives a few blocks away,
walked past the crime scene
earlier today.
"There were a few pools of
blood in the back yard and a
few blood splatter stains on
the garage," he said.
Johns Hopkins officials
were unavailable for comment.
"We were very fortunate
that no student was harmed
last night. All of us should
take action to minimize the
chances that we will be victimized," Dean of Student
Life Susan Boswell wrote in
an e-mail to the student body
yesterday afternoon.
Editor's nole: Additional
reporting by Marie dishing
and Leah Mainiero.

By Michel* Wyiockl
Reporter

Long lines for refund checks
will no longer be a problem
for students.
Beginning Spring 2010,
student financial aid refund
checks will no longer be
available for pickup at the
Bursar's office. Instead, students can either enroll in
"eRefund," which works like
direct deposit, or have their
checks mailed to their home
address.
Tawn Willams, supervisor
at the Bursar's office, said
they arc making the change
in an attempt to "go green"
and cut down on adminsi-
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Exhibit #3: "There Will Be
Oil"

Stienbridge said she
believes this will be a
smoother transition, as
opposed to the way refund
checks
were
handled
before.
Senior lason Baxter said
he is excited to avoid the
long lines during refund
time.
"I will take advantage of
the new eRefund." he said.
"It's an easier option."
Students can enroll in the
"eRefund" by logging on to
their MyBCSU accounts,
clicking Bursar Bill View/
Pay and following the link
to "eRefund," according to
the Web site.

3:30 ■ 9:30 a.m.
Greek House Director
Meeting
207 Union
'pm

Many Moons Art Sale
Educ Bldg North Steps

9 d.m. - 6 p.m.
UAO College Poster Sale
228 Union - Multipurpose Rm

'30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
H20 Prayer Meeting
Prout Chapel

: >pm
The Harold McMaster
Visiting Scientist Lecture
206 Union Theater

Monday Night Trivia
101 Union - Black Swamp Pub

Did you know...
The first toilet
ever seen on
television was
on "Leave It To
Beaver."

WINTHROP
TERRACE
& SUMMIT
TERRACE
GAS/HEAT

FREE
WATER

HIGH SPEED
INTERNET

PRIVATE CAMPUS
SHUTTLE

CABLE

HASSLE

FREE
IVYWOODAPTS.^
2 Bdrms./Studios

•Near BGSU
•Private patio/entrancc
•Extra storage
•Pets welcome
•Short-term leases available

CALL US
CURRENT
SPECIALS!
ALSO INCLUDED

.419-352-7691 EHO
cormorantco.com

Two outdoor pools
On-site laundry facilities
24 hour emergency
maintenance

FRUGAL
FALCON$
15 Things We Spend
Too Much On-Part 1

u
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Pseudo health products
Brand new technology
Bottled water
Individual coffee cups

New kitchen cabinet/
appliances
Rent payable online
Lease renewal bonuses
Referral award bonuses

5. Prepackaged food

Friendly staff

Sow* Young Money
Brought to you by:

BGSU.
All 35 graduates in the first BGSU
graduating class (1915), had the
same major, elementary education

trative costs.
One concern with the
new system is losing checks
in the mail, but Tawn said
a fair amount of students
already have their checks
sent home without problems, so it should not be an
issue.
For security reasons,
checks will not be mailed to
campus addresses, according to the Bursar Office's
Web site.
Somestudents, like sophomore Christina Sticnbridge,
think the new system is a
good idea.
"I have already taken
advantage of the eRefund
system," Stienbridge said.

Son* rwift taken from ovwws bqsu fdu

130 and 131 Union - Gallery Space

"Children are the heart of
the circus," lacot said.
lacot is also currently
laying the groundwork to
go to Israel to perform,
teach children and promote peace. Eventually, he
said he also wants to go
to places like Darfur and
Afghanistan.
"H'he| circus is a universal language,'' he said.
Arts Village Director
Gordon Ricketts helped
lacot make Circus Vera a
reality.
"I immediately got excited about the circus being a
part of the Arts Village," lie
said. "I didn't realize how
far he would take it."
The Arts Village has
helped support the circus
financially, with props and
costumes, and they have
also helped build props.
But that is not the only
role Ricketts has played.
"My biggest help was that
I have been really supportive," he said.
This group has generated interest from some
students on campus. Senior
Meridith Whitsel said she
likes the idea.
"I would definitely be
interested in seeing a circus
on campus.,"' she said. "We
have nothing like that here.
It's completely unique and
original."
Circus Vera's next performance will be in the homecoming parade. There will
also be a performance at
the Offenhauet lowers in
the future.

Refund checks now deposited or mailed directly

STUDENTMONEY

Did you Know?

Circus Vera is made up
of six students and a stage
manager, lacot is also
teaching his skills to 30
other students who are not
part of the circus.
The group has heen performing since April, and
performs one to two events
per month. They perform at
festivals and independent
shows, lacot said, and each
show is different. He also
can get help from people
he worked with in his past
circus days.
"We custom the show for
whoever is our sponsor,"
lacot said. "I can go out and
get acts from elsewhere if
needed."
lacot said he has hig
plans for Circus Vera. A sixweek tour is planned for
the summer, and he said
he would eventually like
the show to grow into a full
nine month-run circus and
become self-sustaining.
The show is also socially
active. Currently, they are
sponsored hy the American
Humane Association, and
together they promote child
welfare.

GET A LIFE
CAIENDAS Of EVENTS

www. bgso. edu/ wn mi
4H.372.22S2

GLASS CITY
/^FEDERAL
*s>>>&CREDIT UNION
mm gUntityfeu iom

STOP BY AND SEE US
No appointments necessary

400 E. Napoleon Rd.
419-352-9135
winthrop@gerdenich.com
www.winthropterrace.com
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"We wanted to create a place where we'd like to go. There weren't many coffee shops in Bowling Green in the '80s."
- Kelly Wick, owner of Grounds For Thought in downtown Bowling Green [see story, pg. 1].
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What kind of small business would you open up in Bowling Green??

r fcU r LC UN I H t b I K b b I
"Dippin Dots,

'A dance studio or

"Hooters, to get with

"A $5 pizza shop

because that's the ice

club, because I'd love

good ladies."

right downtown that's

cream of the future"

to teach and give kids

open till 4 a.m. to

Have your own take on

something to do"

serve the bar crowd"

today's People On The

I*

Street? Or a suggestion for

SARAH
VONDERBRINK.
Freshmarx
Pre-Occupational Therapy

ANTONIO D>BERRY.

Freshman.
Dance

The lack of an answer to health
care issues is no answer at all
By MithiolThur.iu
Guest Columnist

The Republican "rabrandins"
campaign which has been the
subject of so much speculation
among both pundits and ordinary citizens alike has given us
all an opportunity to re-examine the basic premises on which
today s political debate rests.
Typically, the debate is
between big government liberals who will raise your taxes,
but fund special programs to
help the disadvantaged. and
small government conservatives who will lower your taxes
in the hopes of giving you more
leverage on your own bootstraps with which you shall
pull yourself up.
Because you can't have your
cake and eat it too. moderate Americans must choose
between these two worthy
goals of freedom and opportunity. If you are convinced that
this choice does not need to be
made and that they can both
he achieved by more or less
government control, you are
probably not a moderate and
identify as either a liberal or
a conservative (depending on
your interpretation of market
economics).
However, more Americans
are starting to see through this
false dichotomy as the relationship between government
and private capital becomes
more and more difficult. The
bailouts of both the auto industry as well as America's largest banks make the government vs. business myth hard
to swallow.
Even if your exposure to
world and domestic events
consists of 15 minutes of CNN
every week, it would seem as
though the world of business
and the world of government
are in bed together. Indeed,
when the government owns 60
percent of General Motors, and
the funding of lobbyist organizations and specific candidates
regularly work themselves into
the agendas of corporate board
meetings, the world of govern-

ment and business can become
indistinguishable.
Thislackofdistinctionisoften
called "socialism" by the right
and "Keynesian economics" by
the left. This kind of language is
based on the assumption that
these are extraordinary and
unusual times and that unconventional solutions are necessary to deal with the problems
we have. This usually involves
either an unprecedented shift
of policy towards more or less
government involvement in the
economy.
The current health care
debate framed this way presents a false dichotomy that prevents meaningful reform from
taking place and causes many
Americans to misplace their
justified resentment towards
the most inefficient health
care system in the industrialized world. The solutions to
this problem are presented
upon standard ideological
lines and this narrow view
prevents the core problems
of American health care from
being addressed.
President Barack Obama's
proposed health care bill was
never intended to be a fixed
solution to the corporatized
system of coverage that has
caused so much harm. His
main talking points were sufficiently vague yet positive that it
would be impossible for a sane
and ethical human being to
disagree with them (although
many on the political right are
doing exactly that).
The lack of details and a concrete agenda to push through
Congress make it difficult to
attack his position without
resorting to mindless sloganeering and an appeal to the fear
of future theoretical tyranny.
At the same time, it is clear
that whatever actually results
from the health care bill most
likely will require that many
Americans pay more money up
front than they've ever paid for
before.
However, the absence of a
Republican alternative (aside
from asserting that there is

nothing wrong with our health
care system in the first place)
shifts the responsibility of leadership onto the conservative
side of the political spectrum.
It is disturbing that this refusal
to contribute an alternative to
inaction is a valid political position when faced with a health
care system that is so obviously
in need of reform.
Suffice it to say, if Germany
can cover its impoverished and
elderly while still maintaining
private ownership of it's health
insurance, so can we.
While a health care industry
that identifies increased efficiency with decreased administration of care is a serious
problem, the government's
means of dealing with the
uninsured is in desperate need
of reform as well. Changing the
1974 ERISA law, which grants
tax benefits to employers for
providing health care, while
not allowing similar incentives
for individuals would be a good
start.
This law results in the illogical coupling between employment and health insurance.
As such, government removed
the market incentive for health
insurance companies to cater
to the actual health care consumer.
If the only way to restore competition and positive incentives
to the health care system is by
creating a government option
that does not play by the rules
of HMO's and is not beholden to the American Medical
Association, then so be it.
I would love to have a competitive health insurance industry
that is constantly innovating
new ways to increase coverage
at reduced costs. However, all
of the current trends in how
health care is allocated and pay
for suggest just the opposite.
Even if you view a public option
as "the road to serfdom," it is
certainly better than what we
have now.
Respond to Michael at
tltenewsOPbgnews.com

Google Books, the future of the written word
By Carson Painter
The Oklahoma Daily (U-Wire)

My friends, the digital age is
truly upon us! Modern technology has opened up new windows and given us access to
worlds our ancestors could only
dream of.
We have progressed to an age
where some of us use laptop
computers instead of notebooks
to take down our professors'
notes. Others text message or
I'accbook their friends instead

of calling them, and certain
groups of us might even watch
the big games streaming live
online instead of making the
trek to the stadium.
As we reach farther and farther into the future, pushing
ourselves forward, we phase
out some of our more antiquated and outlived technologies.
Thanks to Google, hard copies
of books might just start falling
into this category.
Under the title of Google
Books, the California-based

tech company Google has
scanned and uploaded somewhere in the range of 10 million
books since Google Books came
online in October of 2004.
Most of the works in Google's
database are out of print and
no longer for sale at your local
bookstore.
By giving the masses access
to these hard to find and outdated books, Google is revitalizing novels and works of nonfiction which would otherwise
have been lost to the machinations of time.

■ E-mail us at thenews®bgnewicom.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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A deconstruction of a conversation
with Stubby McDrool on health care
By Tim Brenner
Guest Columnist

After reading "A conversation
with Stubby McDrool on religion and health care" (from
Monday's issuel, I found many
problems that have been bugging me.
This health care debate has
taken an ugly face and both
sides have alienated the other
and what should be intelligent
conversations have degenerated down to shouting matches
and name-calling. Pieces such
as this do nothing to convince
anyone of what should be done
about health care. It allows conservatives to nod in agreement
and causes the liberals to shake
their heads and be alienated
from the conversation.
My first problem is this strawman Stubby McDrool. For those
who don't know what a straw
man is, it is a summation of an
opposing view's argument so as
to easily defeat it. For instance,
"All the Republicans want to do
is give everyone guns, put everyone in jail and give the rich all of
the money."
This, while being false, could
easily be argued against by saying not everyone deserves guns,
belongs in jail and there should
be a fair distribution of wealth.
Notonlyistheuseofastrawman
dishonest in many ways, but it
also doesn't facilitate intelligent
conversation about important
issues such as health care.
This brings me to my second
issue with the piece. "1 think
it's far more efficient for people
and drug companies and hospitals and doctors to get together
and donate thcjjr time, talent
and treasure toward solving
the problem. There's virtue and

nobility in that, which you'll
never find by funding those
activities with taxes."
1 have several problems with
this statement. I'll start from the
beginning. "Efficient" is a relative term, but if you arc talking
about monetary efficiency then
the government wins by a long
shot. Medicare, a governmentrun health care system, spends
two cents of every dollar on
administrative costs, the average insurance company spends
twelve cents.
While there arc valid points
on either side, the insurance
companies don't have the pull
to change state-by-state laws
that make administration needlessly complicated. The other
problem is that insurance companies don't have the motivation to do that since it will not
increase their profits. The federally run program can solve both
of these problems and increase
efficiency.
Next is the statement that
"people and drug companies
and hospitals and doctors to get
together and donate their time,
talent and treasure." Doctors,
drug companies and hospitals
are more than adequately compensated for the work. Even
amazing programs such as
Doctors Without Borders offers a
tremendous tax credit to doctors
who participate. While being a
doctor is a very noble profession,
they by no means "donate their
time."
The other problem I have is
the virtue of drug companies as
opposed to paying taxes. First
of all, 1 would like to question
the fact that paying taxes is not
virtuous. Phil Schurrer says "It's
a duty" in his column, but how
does that make it any less vir-

tuous to do so? Many people
don't pay taxes and there a good
amount of people who lie about
the amount of taxes they should
pay. Case in point are the hundreds of people who are afraid of
getting reported for their secret
Swiss bank accounts.
Also, taxes go to programs
that feed the hungry, clothe
the naked and help the poor.
Schurrer said that only a small
part of that goes to feed the hungry, well then talk about cutting
military spending and focus
more on the war on poverty,
but don't put down paying taxes
in general. Anything can be a
chore if you look at it that way,
but if you see it as not only your
duty but as a way to help your
fellow man, then it becomes less
cumbersome and much more
virtuous. And then there is the
notion that drug and insurance
companies care about virtues
and not profits.
If that were in anyway the
case, then diseases such as
malaria would be cured by now,
but since the areas affected
by these diseases are severely
impoverished, that would not
make this vaccine profitable.
Instead we have several different aids for erectile dysfunction
and baldness. Where is the virtue in that?
I would appreciate an unbiased piece on health care that
represents the arguments of
both sides fairly and allows
people to decide for themselves
the right course of action for
this country, instead of biased
writing that does no good for
anyone.
Respond to Brenner at
tlienews@bgnews.coni
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Congressman refuses to
apologize for outburst
By Bim Evans and Jim Abrams
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Bitterly divided over an accusatory outburst
—"You lie"—lawmakers neared
a vote yesterday on admonishing one of their own for his jarring interruption of President
Barack Obama.
The proposed resolution of
disapproval against Republican
Rep. loc Wilson of South
Carolina added to the alreadytoxic atmosphere of partisanship in the House. Democrats
said Wilson's behavior during
Obama's speech to Congress
last week was an egregious display of disrespect for the president that could not be ignored.
Republicans accused the majority party of hypocrisy and wasting the taxpayers' rime.
"That's a very serious breach
of decorum, and if it goes unaddressed then we will probably
see other, worse breaches in the
future," Rep. John Dingell, DMich., said before floor debate
began.
But Rep. Mike Pence of
Indiana, a member of the
Republican leadership, countered, "Our economy is struggling, families are hurting. And
yet. this Congress is poised to
demand an apology from a man
who has already apologized. It's
a disappointment to millions of

Americans."
The Office of the House
Historian said the resolution, if
approved, would mark the first
time in the 220-year history of
the House that a member had
been admonished for speaking
out while the president was giving an address. The vote was on
a resolution of disapproval, less
severe than other disciplinary
action available to the House,
including censure or expulsion.
Wilson appeared on the
House floor before debate on
his behavior began, delivering a
short speech without referring to
his confrontation with Obama.
He spoke of town hall meetings
he held over the August recess
full of "honest patriots" who
"want us to work together for
health insurance reform but not
a government takeover."
Wilson's "you lie" outburst
came as Obama, during a joint
session speech on health care
legislation, said that illegal immigrants would not be eligible for
federal subsidies to purchase
health insurance.
The outburst drew gasps from
other members, and Wilson, at
the urging of Republican leaders,
called White House chief of staff
Rahm Emanuel to apologize. But
he has resisted later suggestions
that he go to the House floor to
express further remorse.
"I think that Mr. Wilson could

have resfilved this himself" by
speaking directly to his House
colleagues, said I louse Majority
Leader Steny Hoyer, D-Md.
Obama accepted the apology and I louse Speaker Nancy
Pelosi initially said it was time
to move on to health care
and other substantive issues.
Republicans agreed. But other
Democratic leaders, including
third-ranked lames Clyburn of
South Carolina, pushed for a
I louse vote.
Clybum, in an interview last
week, said Wilson's behavior was
"indicative of the combativeness
he displays all the time when it
comes to politics."
A leading member of the
Congressional Black Caucus,
Clybum perceived it as a snub
that Wilson held a town hall
meeting on health care this
summer at a school in Clybum's
district — where Clyburn's children attended — without telling
Clybum.
There also have been suggestions that recent harsh criticism of Obama has been at least
partly motivated by race. Rep.
Barbara Lee, D-Calif., current
head of the Congressional Black
Caucus, said that "today is about
the civility and decorum of the
House." But she added that we
"can't sweep race under the rug
— racism is still a factor and
must be addressed."

Obama's health care prescription a
problem for Congressional Democrats
By David Etpo
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Taken off
guard, Democrats at work
on health care legislation
are grappling with President
Barack Obama's nationally
televised insistence on immediate access to insurance
for those with pre-existing
medical conditions, as well as
richer Medicare prescription
drug benefits than originally
envisioned.
Additionally, Obama's pledge
to hold the overall cost of legislation to about $900 billion
over a decade has spread concern among House Democrats,
who have long contemplated a
costlier measure.
Yet another late complication, according to several
Democrats, is the president's
statement that he will not sign
a bill "if it adds one dime to the
deficit, now or in the future,
period. And to prove that I'm
serious, there will be a provision in this plan that requires
us to come forward with more
spending cuts if the savings we
promised don't materialize."
The $900 billion target is
"very difficult," Rep. Charlie
Rangel, D-N.Y., chairman of
the House Ways and Means
Committee, told reporters.
"This is reducing coverage for
poor and working people." He
spoke of other "restrictions
the president has given in his

mittee," he said, but other
Obama outlined his condi- Democrats said they believed
tions in last week's speech and Sen. Olympia Snowe, R-Maine,
an accompanying fact sheet would be the only one of the
posted on the White House panel's 10 GOP members to
Web Site as Democrats point vote for the package. Sens.
toward votes in the House and Charles Grassley of Iowa and
Mike Enzi of Wyoming have
Senate this fall.
After months of bipartisan also been involved in the marnegotiations, Sen. Max Baucus, athon negotiations, but both
D-Mont„ chairman of the have raised late objections.
Liberals, too, expressed their
Finance Committee, told associates duringthe day he intends unhappincss.
"The way it is now there is no
to unveil a detailed outline of
legislation on Wednesday and way 1 can vote for the package,"
convene the panel next week to Sen. lay Rockefeller, D-W.Va.,
said on a conference call with
vote on it.
Despite numerous gestures reporters.
Obama's decision to detail
to Republicans, there were
clear indications that Baucus terms for health care legislahad fallen short in his quest to tion came after months of pubassemble a coalition of sena- lic deference to lawmakers.
Neither the bill making its
tors from both parties behind
way to the House floor nor
his plan.
Baucus' proposal is certain two companion measures in
to shun the liberals' call for the Senate included an interim
the government to sell insur- program to assure coverage for
ance, and rely instead on co- consumers with pre-existing
ops to offer coverage in com- medical conditions. Instead,
petition with private indus- the bills would have waited
try. His approach includes a until 2013, when numerous
requirement for individuals to consumer protections are
buy insurance, with financial envisioned.
Sen. Kent Conrad, D-N.D.,
penalties for those who don't.
Rather than a mandate for larg- said the six-member biparer businesses to provide cover- tisan group of senators was
age for employees, they would working at the last minute to
be required to defray the cost meet the president's request.
of any government subsidies Another official, who spoke on
their employees would qualify condition of anonymity, said it
involved creation of a high-risk
for.
"I fully expect Republican insurance pool, beginning in
support coming out of com- 2010.
speech."
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White House postponing hard military ca
By Anna Gaaran
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The Obama
administration is holding off
major decisions that could put
its military forces on a firmer war
footing in Afghanistan even as
doubts grow about whether the
United States can win there.
Many military and diplomatic
leaders have urged President
Barack Obama to send thousands
more Marines, soldiers and pilots
to try to reverse Afghanistan's
crumbling security situation.
But White House spokesman
Robert Gibbs has said no decision
about adding troops is expected
for "weeks and weeks." following
what he described as intensive
evaluation. The troop decision
will be a first indicator of whether
Obama intends to double down
in Afghanistan, becoming a wartime president in earnest
LeadingDenwcratsin Congress
have signaled they do not support a troop increase now, and
maybe not at all. The chairman
of the loint Chiefs of Staff, Atlm.
Mike Mullen, had the unhappy
task of telling the Senate Amied

Services Committee yesterday
why the United States should stay
the course and commit additional forces.
Mullen gave no figure, but said
doing the job right will take more
people.
"We can get there. We can
accomplish the mission we've
been assigned, but we will need
more resources," Mullen said
during his nomination hearing
lor a second term as the president's chief military adviser.
Sitting directly in front of him
was the panel's influential chairman, Sen. Carl Levin, D-Mich.,
who warned the White House last
week not to push for a big troop
increase. I le wants the Pentagon
to focus instead on quicker training for Afghan security forces.
Mullen has sounded increasingly alarmed about the growing
technical capabilities of a resurgent Taliban and about the lackluster support among Afghans for
the foreign-run enterprise that
purports to protect them from
a homegrown insurgent movement.
"Time is not on our side,"
Mullen said earlier this month.

But Obama said this week that
he is in no hurry to change the
dynamic in Afghanistan.
"Over the next several months,
what people need to do is to not
expect a sudden announcement
of some huge change in strategy."
Obama told CNBC on Monday.
He reiterated the main goal —
targeting the al-Oaida terror network — but also mused about the
perils of fighting a war without
full backing at home.
"Afghanistan is not Vietnam,
but the dangers of overreach and
not having clear goals and not
having strong support from the
American people, those are all
issues that I think about all the
time," Obama said.
Postponing whether to add
more American forces and alter
other aspects of military strategy could give the White House
breathing room for other priorities, including a health care overhaul and a hard-fought defense
budget package.
Leading
congressional
Republicans, who have become
Obama's strongest supporters for
the Afghan effort, are fretting that
he will punt.

Geithner: Obama against any middle class tax hike
WASHINGTON (AP) — Treasury
Secretary Timothy Geithner
acknowledged yesterday the federal government had to take some
"deeply offensive" steps to help the
country gel past the financial crisis
a year ago.
But he also said in a nationally
broadcast Interview that things
are "dramatically different" now,
although it's too early to say the
economy is in recovery.
"A year ago we really were on
the verge of a full-scale run" on
banks, along the lines of the 1930s
Depression, Geithner said in an
interview broadcast on ABC's
"Good Morning America." He
said "the biggest fear now, the biggest challenge, is to make sure we
change the rules of the game so it
doesn't happen again."
Asked about projections of a
$1.6 trillion deficit and a growing
US. debt obligation to other countries, Geithner said the Obama
administration still wants to avoid
an increase in income taxes on the

middle class. The secretary noted
Barack Obama's pledge against
such a hike during his presidential campaign and said Obama
remains "very committed" to it
He also said it was too early to
say just when the government
might let allow expiration of an
emergency lending program for
financial institutions (TARP) and
said he also didn't know how soon
Washington could extricate itself
from direct involvement in the
auto industry, although he said it
likely won't be within a year.
Geithner said the administration cannot suggest any guarantee
of financial stability, but said "what
we haw an obligation to do is to
put that in place here and around
the world.... That's our obligation."
1 le acknowledged that to a large
degree, Washington's intervention
in the private markets hasn't gone
over well with large elements of
the public and critics of big government, but added that the steps
were necessary to safeguard the

economy. "The actions we did
take, you'd never ever want a government to have to do," Geithner
said. "But in a crisis, in a fire that
was that powerful, the government
had to do some deeply offensive
things to help contain the damage. And we will get out of that as
quickly as we can."
On the budget deficits. Geithner
said, "I think Americans understand we have an unsustainable
fiscal position. We have to bring
these deficits down over time." He
said the country must "get our fiscal
house in order" and stressed thai
Obama is vehemently opposed to
a general income tax increase for
people who make under $250,000
a year.
The secretary said that while
things are better than they werc
a year ago, "I would say there's no
recovery yet. We define recovery
... as people back to work people
able to get a job again, businesses
investing again ... and we're nol at
that point"
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Focus is on Main St. as firms fight Wall St.
Financial titans argue Obama's overhaul will harm small businesses
By .lull. Hlr«hf.ld D.vll
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Recognizing
that many people see them as
villains, the financial industry
and big business groups working
to stop key elements of President
Barack Obama's financial overhaul are taking a new tack.
They're focusing on how the
president's proposals to rein in
Wall Street titans could ensnare
virtually any business, including
the mom-and-pop operations
that most Americans deal with
everyday.
It's a tried-and-true strategy
in Washington, akin to using the
most sympathetic figures in a
debate as human shields. Don't
shoot at us, the argument seems
to go, or you'll hit the people you
really care about
Creating a new agency to
protect consumers from harmful financial products and practices wouldn't just affect financial
firms, but "even your local florist
or hardware store," says a radjo
ad released Monday by the U.S.

I

Chamber of Commerce, which
recently launched a Web site to
kill the proposed office.
It's just one tactic the industry
is using to fight Obama's financial overhaul proposals, but it
helps explain why the effort
promised by the president and
top Democrats has faded into the
background. Obama sought to
revive his regulatory proposals in
a speech Monday on Wall Street
The initiative has been overtaken by politically difficult debates
over health care and climate
change on Capitol Hill, complicated by turf battles among the
maze of agencies that would be
affected, and — perhaps most
significantly — fought relentlessly
by a determined financial services
lobby with a major assist from big
business groups.
They say they share Obama's
desire to protect consumers and
revamp an outdated financial system whose vulnerabilities were
laid painfully bare by last year's
meltdown, but argue that many
of the Democrats' ideas for doing
so would lead to over-regulation,

*

additional costs for consumers
and a stifling of legitimate business practices.
"The administration and
Congress are trying to go after
Wall Street, but what's actually
happening is they're creating
rules that arc hurting Main Street,"
said Thomas Quaadman at the
Chamber's Center for Capital
Markets. "If we're talking about a
financial crisis that needs to be
addressed, we don't disagree with
that, but when you start talking
about additional industries that
have nothing to do with the financial services industry, why do they
need to be part of that additional
regulation?"
The approach extends to other
elements of Obama's agenda.
An effort to write new rules to
govern the little-regulated and
mind-boggUngly complex transactions that helped spur last year's
meltdown has run into opposition from industries far outside
the financial sector — from food
companies to airlines — that routinely use so-called derivatives in
their businesses.

(
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Students required to pick up free
tickets for Sept. 26 game vs. Boise
By Stan Shapiro
Assistant Sports Editor

FOOTBALL
Clawson suspends
senior Mahone
Senior defensive back PJ
Mahone has been indefinitely

Students looking to attend the home football garni' against nationally tanked Boise
Stale Sept. 2(> will need a ticket in addition
to their student ID to gain entry for the 7
p.m. kick off.
Students will still he admitted for free.
however, due to the expected large crowd,
they will have to pick up a ticket at the
Union information desk. Starting today,
tickets will he available from H a.m. to

11:30 p.m. on weekdays, and 10 a.m. to
11:.'!() p.m. on weekends,
Brian Delehoy. assistant athletic director
for marketing, said the new measure is just
an attempt to gel an estimate beforehand
of how many students will heal the game.
"We certainly are not looking to turn students away, |hul] the student number is reallyhard to track,'' he said. "There's no real number for il until they show up on game day."
For now, there is no (leadline for ticket
pick up, but students are encouraged to
pick up their ticket as soon as possible,

Delehoy said.
The large capacity crowd is expected
due to the recent success and popularity
of Boise State, who won the 2007 Fiesta
Howl against Oklahoma after an undefeated season.
This season Boise opened with a 19-8
win, over then No. 19 Oregon and then dismantled Miami of Ohio this past weekend
48-0.
BG has already had a strong student
turnout this season; 5,68B students took
in the season opening victory over Troy.

suspended for a violation of
team rules by coach Dave
Clawson.. Mahone has been
the leading tackier for BG
through two games with 21.
and is currently second alltime for career interception
yards in program history.
See a full story in tomorrow's
BG News

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.
www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter
The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have
in-game updates.
www.twitter.com/bgnewssports

OURC
Today in
Sports History
2000-The 27th Summer
Olympics open in Sydney.
Australia.
1988-The Reds'Tom
Browning throws a perfect
game against the Dodgers.

PHOTO PROVID! D BY 8GSU ATHlEtlCS
TWICE AS NICE: Matt Schneider defended his title at the John Piper Intercollegiate tournament ihis week

1957— Los Angeles City
Council approves 300 acre
site in Chavez Ravine for the
Dodgers stadium.

The List
After Matt Schneider
captured the John Piper
Intercollegiate Title Tuesday,
we take a look at the top five
moments in the seniors golf
career:

1. All-tournament:
Schneider was the first player
in program history to be
named to the All-tournament
team at the MAC championships.
2. John Piper: The
senior has won BG's season
opening tournament the past
two seasons, including a score
of 67 on Tuesday.

3. Player of the week:
* During the 2008-09 season
Schneider was named MAC
Golfer of the week three
times

4. MAC/Big East: As
!' a sophomore he was finished
jj third at the MAC/Big East
11 Challenge tournament.

5. Consistency:
Schneider was the only golfer
to complete all 54 rounds
of golf for the Falcons last
i • season.

Q

Senior golfer wins first
tournament of year
Heading into yesterdays
final round of the John Piper
Intercollegiate. BG senior
Matt Schneider was determined lo make amends for
a pair of final round disappointments a year ago.
Twice last season — at the
lohn Piper and at Ball State
— Schneider struggled to
final round 74s while in contention.
There would be no such
reoccurrence this week, however, as Schneider birdied
two of the last three holes to
polish off a splendid round of
67 and share top individual
honors with leff llodapp of
Dayton.
"That was probably one
of the best rounds I've ever
shot," Schneider said. "I
hit the ball extremely well
all day and was able to hole
some long putts. When it all
comes together like that, you
are usually going to go low."
Schneider was able to
share in celebration with his
teammates, who helped the
Falcons tie Wisconsin-Green
Bay for the team title. Both
the T'alcons and the Phoenix
finished the tournament
with cumulative scores of
even-par.
"We played very well as a
team today," said coach Garry
Winger. "Golf is a funny game.
It is so hard to be spot-on and
win from week to week, and
to share both the team and
individual titles was just tremendous.
Parker Hewit (75-75-79)

"That was probably
one of the best
rounds I've ever shot,"
Matt Schneider j Golfer

turned in a three-round
tolal of plus-thirteen, Drew
Preston (73-76-74) shot plusseven, and freshman Wes
Gates (71-75-72) turned in a
fine initial showing, finishing lied for 10th at plus-two.
"I was very impressed with
Wes," Winger said. "He really
came up big for us with his
72 today."
Senior )ohn Powers was in
contention for the individual title until the very end.
After opening with rounds
of 70 and 73, he was just a
shot out of the lead heading to the difficult par-4 18th.
A birdie could have perhaps
forged a three way tie at
the top. Instead, after finding the fairway off the tee,
Powers played a poor second
shot. He failed to get up-anddown from off the green
and bogeyed to drop back to
minus-3. His final round 70
was good for solo third.
"I definitely did not take
advantage of many opportunities today," Powers said. "It
was just hard for me to get
some momentum started."
The headliner, of course,
was Schneider. After open-

20 Questions with
Matt Schneider
Matt Schneider is a senior captain for the BG men's golf team. He is
coming off a junior year in which he led the Falcons in scoring with
a 75.82 average and placed fifth at the Mid-American Conference
Championships.
Schneider, who has been named MAC Golfer of the Week four
times during his Falcon career, is a native of Grand Rapids, Minn.,
where he played both golf and hockey in high school.
In the Falcons season opening tournament this week Schneider took
home the John Piper Intercollegiate Championship.
1. What are you majoring in?
Sports management.

3. What is the last book you read?
A biography of Tiger Woods.
4. Who is favorite pro golfer?
Sergio Garcia, Our swings are somewhat similar, and I have always
loved the confident way he carries himself on the course.
5. What are three bands/artists in your iPod?
Lil Wayne. Akon and Eminem.
6. What was your favorite high school class?
Id probably have to say gym.
7. If you could travel to one place in the world, where would it be?
Definitely Ireland I would love to play some of those old golf courses
over there.
6. What is your favorite place to eat?
Applebees. definitely. I love the half-price appetizers.
9. Do you have any preround superstitions?
I always put my right shoe on first, and I always use a quarter to mark
my golf ball.
10. What is your favorite movie?
"Shooter," without a doubt.

See QUESTIONS | Page 7

See PIPER | Page 7

*

2. What is your favorite TV Show?
"SportsCenter."

Conference
ha*s strong
showing
in second
weekend

Believe it or not, the MAC is
Back.
While it won't raise eyebrowsaroundthecountry.thc
Mid-American Conference
took a step towards eliminating the sour taste it established after a 3-10 weekend to
open the season.
This weekend the conference only went 5-8, but if
you don't count Ball State
and Miami, who shouldn't
be considered Division No.
I teams, five of those losses
featured conference teams
putting up solid showings
against teams from BCS
conferences.
Central Michigan highlighted the weekend with
their last minute, 29-27 win
over Big Ten rival Michigan
State, despite being a doubledigit underdog.
In the win, quarterback
Dan Lefevour proved he was
BCS quality talent, throwing for 328 yards and three
touchdowns.
Another quarterback to
prove the conference is
more than a doormat was
Toledo's Aaron Opelt, who
accounted for six total
touchdowns in the Rockets
54-38 thrashing of the Big
Twelve's Colorado.
Once again, the MAC team
was the underdog in the contest.
In addition to the big wins
by Central Michigan and
Toledo, the conference also
fared well in several losing
efforts.
First and foremost, is the
obvious game where BG
went to No. 25 Missouri
lead 20-6 in the third quarter. If not for a penalty and
fatigue issues, the conference might have gone 2-0
against the Big Twelve for
the weekend.
Eastern Michigan also
almost shocked the Big Ten's
Northwestern, falling a field
goal short of the upset.
This was an Eagle team
that lost to Army (of all
teams) a week before, and
yet one week later, new
head Coach Ron English
almost picked up the upset
win.
Western Michigan also
came close to picking up a
Big Ten victory, as a fumble
at the five-yard line late in
the contest killed a potential
game winning drive.
In addition to near victories against major opponents, conference players have put up impressive numbers through
two weeks, including BG's
Freddie Barnes, who has
more catches than any other
player in the nation.
Four MAC quarterbacks
rank in the top-20 for passing yards nationally, and
Opelt leads the nation in
total offense with 874 yards
in two games against BCS
opponents.
While it is traditionally
a passing conference, the
MAC also places a running
back in the top-25 for yards
per game, and probably
would place more if lames
Stark and Eugene Jarvis
hadn't gone down with
injuries.
The conference will get to
add to these accolades next
weekend as four MAC teams
will play against BCS opponents.
And perhaps the final
test for the conference will
happen at the Doyt Sept.
26 when BG hosts Boise
State.
A strong showing in that
contest could prove the MAC
is actually back.
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Fans starting to question Tressel
By Run, Millar

approach to the game and his
Tressel said he had no desire to
handling of the team.
give up callingplays and will not
Tressel, who admits that he change his offensive philosophy,
COLUMBUS — Wilh a growing makes most of the play calls which basically is built on playchorus of fans questioning his even though )im Bollman has ing for field position, avoiding
playcalling and others doubting the title of offensive coordina- turnovers at all cost and relying
his ability to win a big game. Jim tor, disdained going for a touch- on defense and special teams to
Tressel was asked if his honey- down in favor of an easy field win the game.
moon as Ohio State's head coach goal on fourth-and-goal at the
The vitriol Tressel has faced
was over.
USC 1 early in the second quar- after the game is unlike any he
"You felt like it's been a nine- ter. He also favored punting on has encountered in his eightyear honeymoon?'' he repeated fourth-and-1 at the USC 45 in plus years at the helm. His first
yesterday. "You must not have the third quarter.
Ohio State team went 7-5 in 2001
With around 8 minutes left in but beat Michigan, earning him
liked your honeymoon."
Pot the first time in his tenure the game and Ohio State grip- genius status with the Buckeyes'
in Columbus, Tressel is catch- ping a 15-10 lead, the Buckeyes frequently fickle fans.
ing fire from all directions in drove to a first down at the USC
Since then, he led t he Buckeyes
the wake of Saturday night's 35. After a run gained three to a surprising national champi18-15 loss to No. 3 Southern yards, quarterback Terrelle Pryor onship in 2002 and has domiCalifornia.
threwan incompletion and then nated the series with the archriIt was the llth-ranked was sacked for a four-yard loss val Wolverines, winning seven
Buckeyes' sixth consecutive loss that meant kicker Aaron Pettrey of eight meetings.
to a top-10 team since late in the would have a 53-yard attempt
No wonder the Buckeyes
2006 season.
on fourth-and-11 at the USC 36. faithful wore T-shirts that said,
Letters to the sports editor of Tressel elected to punt again.
"In Tressel We Trust."
the local newspaper, bloggers,
That punt led to the Trojans
But landslide losses in the2006
Web sites, columnists, radio talk taking control for an impres- and 2007 national title games
shows and TV analysts have all sive 86-yard drive that won the to Florida and LSU, and subcriticized Tressel's conservative game.
sequent defeats in high-profile
The Associated Press

games to USC, Paul State, Texas
and again to USC have caused
the critics to come after the guy
in the sweater vest.
Bob Hunter, a columnist for
The Columbus Dispatch, wrote
in yesterday's editions that
angry Ohio State fans may want
a new coach but no one talks
about who that might be. Healso
brought up the subject of buying out Tressel's contract, which
would pay Tressel more than S12
million through lanuary 2013.
Tongue in cheek, Hunter proposed those wanting to get rid of
Tressel might want to circulate
petitions to build a casino or two
on campus so the coach and his
biggest boosters, athletic director Gene Smith and Ohio State
president Gordon Gee, all could
be fired.
With the Buckeyes (111 preparing to play Toledo at Cleveland
Browns Stadium on Saturday,
the glow of that 2002 national
championship game seems light
years away.
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PITTSBURGH — Mike Tomlin
offers two words of advice for
those who would rush to judgment on the Pittsburgh Steelers'
running game: Be patient.
The Steelers ran for a paltry
36 yards on 23 carries while
beating Tennessee 13-10 last
Thursday, their lowest output
in a season opener in nine
years. Willie Parker appeared a
bit slow and tentative in getting
to the line of scrimmage, and
Rashard Mendenhall looked
confused at times.
So did an offensive line that,
according to left tackle Max
Starks, had trouble adjusting to some fronts offered by
Tennessee's 4-3 defense. Most of
the Steelers' AFC opponents use
a 3-4 system.
Despite the Steelers' uncharacteristic ineffectiveness in
running the ball, Tomlin said
looking for ways to explain away
the problems or pointing fingers
won't lead to improvement.
"You know, it's a factor," the
Steelers coach said yesterday of
the 4-3, which is also played by
Chicago, this week's opponent.

"I'm not going to allow it to be an
excuse. We have to execute and
play winning football, and we're
capable of that. We understand
what we face schematically this
week and how they play, but
at the same time understanding and being able to function
against it are two different
things."
It's probably not helping that
Parker was limited by injuries
to four carries in the preseason,
or that Mendenhall had precious little time in the offense
last year until going down with
a season-ending shoulder injury
after four games.
To Tomlin, developing a run
game — even one as consistently good as Pittsburgh's — is an
evolving processthat sometimes
takes more than one week.
"1 believe, particularly in
September football, people
makeacommitment to stopping
the run and it's easier to make
the commitment when everybody feels good and you've got
all the horses in the stable," said
Tomlin, a former Vikings defensive coordinator. "1 think over
the course of a long haul, you
see who's good at it week in and
week out. It's usually tough sled-

ding early in the football season.
That's been my experience."
Someone
who
knows
Pittsburgh's running game as
well as anyone, although he did
not play under Tomlin, believes
the Steelers (1-0) will have ongoing problems running the ball.
lerome Bettis, the No. 5 runner in NFL history, called the
Steelers "a mediocre running
team on their best day" in a
weekly column he is writing for
Web site Sl.com. Bettis played for
the Steelers from 1996-2005 and
is the second-leading rusher in
franchise history.
"I don't think they've reached
a panic situation yet because
the Titans don't allow anyone
to run the football on them,"
Bettis wrote. "But there are serious problems. Willie Parker: 1
haven't seen much from him.
Rashard Mendenhall: I haven't
really seen him, period. ... The
running back I like least on the
team is Frank Summers, the
rookie fullback. He doesn't seem
to understand what's going on.
He's missing plenty of blocks and
that's affecting everything. This
definitely has to be addressed
off the field this week."
Summers is a fifth-round

draft pick from UNLV who was
outplayed during training camp
and in the exhibition games
by non-drafted rookie Isaac
Redman, who is currently on
the practice squad. Bettis also
wrote that the offensive line
lacks continuity and "on top of
not being able to protect Ben
Roethlisberger. they're letting
running backs get hit before
they reach the line of scrimmage. There's not a lot any back
can do in that situation."
Despite winning the Super
Bowl last season, the Steelers
ranked only 23rd in rushing and
did not have a 1.000-yard runner
as Parker was bothered by knee
and shoulder injuries.
Parker, who has rushed for
1,000 yards in three seasons
and is unsigned past this year,
expects the practices before
Sunday's game against the Bears
(0-1) to be unusually demanding.
"We just got to clean up the
technique and clean up the little
things," he said. "We've got to
practice hard and practice full
speed. We've all got to account
for one another. We've got to
clean up what we did the last
game."
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.

Steelers' Tomlin: Be patient on run game
By Alan Robinson
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
EftJSKfiM «« m irtzti at

PRIZESUDOKU™
QUESTIONS
From
11. What is the best way to kick back and relax?
Definitely soak m a hot tub. We have one back home m Minnesota that I
would go in all the time, even in the winter
12. You're president for one day. What would you ban?
People over the age of 60 from driving.
13. What is your dream car?
Probably an H3 Hummer with a bunch of electronics inside.
14. What is the best part of growing up in Minnesota?
The hockey tradition that they have up there It's kind of like high school
football here in Ohio. It's amazing how many great players came through
the state, and the support was unbelievable. It was a great experience to
be able to play in high school.
15. If you could have one superpower, what would it be?
Definitely teleportation. Like the guy in "Jumper
16. Where would you go?
Probably back to the Minnesota state golf final that I lost. It still eats at
me a little.
17. What is one food that makes your stomach turn?
Quesadillas or anything like that.

PIPER

18. Who is the person you most look up to?
Probably Tiger [Woods], He does everything so well, both on the course
and off. He's a terrific role model.

From Page 6
ing with back-to-back 72's,
Schneider entered the final
round at even-par, five shots
off the lead.
He figured it would take 66
or 67 to win.
"Before I went out, coach told
me that the greens were a little
softer because of overnight
watering," Schneider said. "He
told me there were opportunities to score, so go be aggressive."
Beginning on the second
hole because of a shotgun
start, Schneider provided a
harbinger of things to come
by sticking his approach shot
to within a foot at No. 2 for an
easy birdie.
After a bogey at four and
a birdie at seven, Schneider
really got things going at nine,
drilling a 35-foot putt to move
to two-under.
Schneider kept the momentum going with a birdie at 10,
and then at 15 he converted
another long birdie putt-this
one from 20 feet to get to
minus-four.
After stumbling at 16 with
a bogey, Schneider seized
the momentum right back at
17, holing a 25-foot birdie to
get back to four-under. After
paring the treacherous 18th,
the stage was set for the final
hole dramatics at number

19. If you could choose a dream golfing foursome, who would it
include and what course would you play at?
It would be myself my dad. Tiger Woods and probably [Michael Jordan]
We would definitely have to play at Augusta.
20. What is your favorite memory from your time here at BGSU?
It would have to be the team van rides that we take to tournaments. It's
just a nice time for everyone to bond and get to know each other better.

AUWNABUZAS

one.
Standing on the tee at the
430-yard, par-4 first, both
Schneider and Winger figured
a birdie was needed to either
win outright or tie.
"It was really hard to tell
what everyone else was doing
because there are no leaderboards out there," Schneider
said. "But coach and I both
figured birdie would give me a
great chance."
With that in mind, Schneider
stood on the tee and unleashed
a mammoth drive, in excess of
300 yards, leaving him with
just 113 yards to the hole. From
there,

Schneider flushed a gap- plenty of break.
wedge, which carried about
"I just tried to play the corfour yards past the hole before rect amount of break and
spinning back hole-high to put a calm, solid stroke on it,"
Schneider said.
within three feet.
"I hit that ball so solid,"
Which he did, dropping the
Schneider said. "As soon as it ball into the left side of the
was in the air I knew it would hole for his second consecutive first place finish at the
spin back."
The work, however, was not Piper Intercollegiate.
done.
"It feels great to get out here
Facing Schneider was the for the first tournament of the
kind of putt that causes all year and come away with two
golfers, pro and amateur alike, wins like this," Schneider said.
to lose sleep at night. A wicked "Excellent to begin my senior
downhill three-footer with season."
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THE POWERS: John Powers combined with his Falcon teammates to tie for the overall team title.
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Students required to pick up free
ept. 26 game vs. Boise
tic
By Sean Shapiro

FOOTBALL
Clawson suspends
senior Mahone
Senior defcs. .•
Mahone has been indefinitely

Students looking to attend the home football game against national!) ranked Boise
State Sept. L'li will need a liekei in addition
to their student ID to gain entrj foi the 7
pill kick oil.
Students will ••Mil be admitted for free,
however, due to the expected large crowd,
11ii-> will have to pick up a ticket at the
Union information desk. Starting today,
tickets will lie available troin ll a.m. m

11: in p.ni on weekdays, and H) a.m. to
11:30 p.m. on weekends.
Brian Delehoy, assistant athletic director
for marketing, said the new measure is just
an attempt to get an estimate beforehand
ni how main students will beat the game.
We certainly are not looking to turn studentsaway, Inn the student number is really
hard to track," he said, rhere's no real num
bei foi ii until the; show up on game day."
I in now, there is no deadline lor ticket
pick-up, Inn students are encouraged to
pick up iheii ttikel .is soon as possible.

Delehoy said.

the large capacity crowd is expected
due ID the recent success and popularity
ot Boise State, who won the 2007 Fiesta
Howl against Oklahoma afier an undefeated season.
This season lloise opened with a 10-11
win, over then No. I!l Oregon and then dismantled Miami of Ohio this pasi weekend
48-0.
Uti has already hail a sluing Student
turnout this season: 5,686 students took
in the season opining victory over Troy.

suspended for a violation of
team rules by coach Dave
Clawson, Mahone has been
the leading tackier foi BG
through two games with 21.
and is currently second alltime for career interception
yards in program history.
See a full sto'v in tomorrows
BG News

The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
ports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favonte Falcon teams
www.bgnewssports.com

The BG News
Sports Twitter
The BG News sports section
has a"

-sure

to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have
www.twitter com/bgnewssports

Today in
Sports History
2000-

27th Summer

I ics open in Sydney.
tralia
1988-The Reds' Tom
Browning throws a perfect
game against the Dodgers.
1957—

• -'s City

Council approves 300 acre
sile in Chavez Ravine for the
Dodgers stadium.

The List
After Matt Schneider
captured the John Piper
Intercollegiate Title Tuesday,
we take a look at the top five
moments in the seniors golf
career:

1. All-tournament:
Schneider was the first player
in program history to be
named to the All-tournament
team at the MAC championships
2. John Piper: The
senior has won BGs season
opening tournament the past
two seasons, including a score
of 67 or Tuesday

3. Player of the week:
During the 2008-09 season
Schneider was named MAC
Golfer of the week three
times
4. MAC/Big East: As
I a sophomore he was finished
I third at the MAC/Big East
Challenge tournament.

5. Consistency:
Schneider was the only golfer
to complete all 34 rounds
of golf for the Falcons last
j season.

PHOIO PROVIDE a BY BGSU ATHLETICS

TWICE AS NICE:'

Senior golfer wins first j 20 Questions with
tournament of year
Matt Schneider
Heading into yesterda) s
final round ol the lohn Piper
Intercollegiate, ltd senior
Man Schneider was determined to make amends for
a pair ol final round disappointments a year ago
lw ice lasl season — at the
lohn Piper and at Ball State
Schneider struggled to
final round 74s while in con
tention,
I here would be no such
reoccurrence this week, how
ever, as Schneider birdied
two of the lasl three holes in
polish oil a splendid round ol
Ii7 and share top indiv idiial
honors with left llodapp nl
Dayton.
"Thai was probably one
of the best rounds I've ever
shot,'' Schneider said.
I
hit the ball extremely well
all day and was able to hole
some long putts. When it all
comes together like that, you
are usually going to go low."
Schneider was able to
share in celebration with his
teammates, who helped the
I ale cms tie Wisconsin (,ieru
Hay lor the team title. Both
the Falcons and the Phoenix
finished the tournament
with cumulative scores ol
even-par.
"We played very well as a
team today." said coach (iarry
Winger. "Golf is a funny game.
It is so hard to be spot-on and
win from week to week, and
In share both the team and
milk idual titles was just ire
mendotis.
I'arker llewit (75-75-79)

"That was probably
one of the best
rounds I've ever shot,"
turned in a three-round
toial ol plus-thirtcen. Drew
Preston [73 76 74 shot plusseven, and freshman Wes
dates [71-75-72) turned in a

fine initial showing, finishing tied lor I Ot Ii at plus two.
I was vet \ Impressed with
Wes." Winger said, "lie really
came up big for us with his
72 today
Senior lohn Powers was in
((intention for the individual title until the very end.
Alter opening with rounds
of 70 and 73, he was jusi a
shot out of the lead head
ingto thedifficull par -I 18th.
\ birdie could have perhaps
forged a three way tie at
the top. Instead, alter finding the fairway off the tee.
Powers played a poor second
shot. He tailed to get up-anddown from off the green
and bogeyed to drop back lo
minus-:!. His final round 70
was good foi solo third.
"I definitely did not take
advantage of many opportunities today," Cowers said. "It
was just hard for me to get
some momentum started."
The headliner, of course.
was Schneider. After open-

Matt Schneider is a senior captain for the BG men's golf team. He is
coming off a junior year m which he led the Falcons m scoring with
a 75.82 average and placed fifth at the Mid American Conference
Championships
Schneider, who has been named MAC Golfer of the Week four
times dunng his Falcon career, is a native of Grand Rapids. Minn.,
where he played both golf and hockey in high school.
In the Falcons season opening tournament this week Schneider took
■ the John Piper Intercollegiate Championship.
1. What are you majoring in?
i magement
2. What is your favorite TV Show?
"Sports* i
5. What is the last book you read?
A biography of Tiger Woods
4. Who is favorite pro golfer?
Sergio Garcia, Our swings are somewhat similar, and I have always
loved the confident way he carries himself on the course.
5. What are three bands/artists in your iPod?
Lil Wayne. Alon and Eminem.
6. What was your favorite high school class?
I'd probably have to say gym
7. If you could travel to one place in the world, where would it be?
Definitely Ireland I would love to play some of those old golf courses
over there
8. What is your favorite place to eat?
Applebees. definitely. I love the half-price appetizers.
9. Do you have any preround superstitions?
I always put my right shoe on first, and I always use a quarter to mark

my golf ball
10. What is your favorite movie?
"Shooter." without a doubt.

Set QUESTIONS | Page 7
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Conference
has strong
in second
weekend

Believe it or not, the MAC is
Back.
While it won't raise eyebrowsa rou nd thecountry.the
Mid-American Conference
took a step towards eliminating the sour taste it established after a 3-10 weekend to
open the season.
This weekend the conference only went 5-8, but if
you don't count Ball State
and Miami, who shouldn't
be considered Division No.
I teams, five of those losses
featured conference teams
putting up solid showings
against teams from BCS
conferences.
Central Michigan highlighted the weekend with
their last minute, 29-27 win
over Big Ten rival Michigan
State, despite being a doubledigit underdog.
In the win. quarterback
Dan l.efevour proved he was
BCS quality talent, throwing lor .1211 yards and three
touchdowns.
Another quarterback to
prove the conference is
more than a doormat was
Toledo's Aaron Opelt, who
accounted for six total
touchdowns in the Rockets
54-38 thrashing of the Big
Twelve's Colorado.
Once again, the MAC team
was the underdog in the contest.
In addition to the big wins
by Central Michigan and
Toledo, the conference also
fared well in several losing
efforts.
first and foremost, is the
obvious game where BG
went to No. 25 Missouri
lead 20-6 in the third quarter. If not for a penalty and
fatigue issues, the conference might have gone 2-0
against the Big Twelve for
the weekend.
Eastern Michigan also
almost shocked the Big Ten's
Northwestern, falling a field
goal short of the upset.
This was an Ragle team
that lost to Army (of all
teams) a week before, and
yet one week later, new
head Coach Ron English
almost picked up the upset
win.
Western Michigan also
came close to picking up a
Big Ten victory, as a fumble
at the five-yard line late in
the contest killed a potential
game winning drive.
In addition to near victories against major opponents, conference players have put up impressive
numbers
through
two weeks, including BG's
Freddie Barnes, who has
more catches than any other
player in the nation.
Four MAC quarterbacks
rank in the top-20 for passing yards nationally, and
Opelt leads the nation in
total offense with 874 yards
in two games against BCS
opponents.
While it is traditionally
a passing conference, the
MAC also places a running
back in the top-25 for yards
per game, and probably
would place more if lames
Stark and Eugene larvis
hadn't gone down with
injuries.
The conference will get to
add to these accolades next
weekend as four MAC teams
will play against BCS opponents.
And perhaps the final
test for the conference will
happen at the Doyt Sept.
2(> when BG hosts Boise
State.
A strong showing in that
contest could prove the MAC
is actually back.

SPORTS
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Fans starting to question Tressel
By Rusty Millar
I he As-

ated Pt*

COLUMBUS - With a growing
(horns ni fans questioning his
playcallingand others doubting
his ability to win a Us game. Jim
I ressel was asked it his honeymoon as Ohio State's head coach
was over.
"You fell like It's been a nineyear honeymoon?" he repealed
yesterday. "You must not have
liked your honeymoon."
I or the firsi time in his tenure
in Columbus, Tressel is catchinn BIB I'"1""' all directions In
the wake of Saturday night's
18-15 loss to No. 3 Southern
California.
Ii
was the
Ulli-ranked
Buckeyes' sixth consecutive loss
ioa top-10 team since late In the
2(H)(> season.
Letters to the sports editor of
the local newspaper, bloggers,
Web sues, columnists, radio talk
shows and TV analysts have all
criticized Iressel's conservative

approach to the name and his

handling of the team.
Tressel who admits thai he
makes most of the play calls
even though Inn liollman has
the title of offensive coordinator, disdained going for a touchdown In favor of an easy field
i;n.ii on fourth-and-goal at the
1ISC I early in the second quarter. I te also favored punting on

fourth-and-1 at the use 45 in
the third quarter.
With around K minutes left in
the game and Ohio Stale gripping a 15-10 lead, the lliu keyes
drove to a first down at the use
35, After a run gained three
yards, quarterback Tcrrellel'ryor
threw an incompletion and then
was sacked for a four-yard loss
thai mean) kicker Aaron l'etlrey
would have a 53-yard attempt
on fourth-and-11 at the use 36.
11 essel elected to punt again.
That punt led to the Trojans
taking control for an impressive 86-yard drive that won the
game.

Tressel said he had no desire to
give up calling plays and will not
change his offensive philosophy,
which basically is built on playing for lield position, avoiding
turnovers at all cost and relying
on defense and special teams to
win the game.
The vitriol Tressel has laced
after the game is unlike any he
has encountered in his eightplus years al the helm. Mis first
Ohio Stale team went 7-f> in 21)01
bill Deal Michigan, earning him
genius status with the Hue keyes'

frequently fickle fans,
Since then, he led t he Buckeyes
lo a surprising national championship in 2t)(G and has dominated the series with the archrival Wolverines, winning seven
of eight meetings.
No wonder the Buckeyes
faithful wore T-shirts that said.
"In I ressel We Trust."
Hut landslide losses in the2()<>o
and 2007 national title games
to Plorida and I.stI. and subsequent defeats in high-profile

games to USC, Penn State, lexas
and again to USC have caused
the critics to come after the guy
in the sweater vest.
Hull Hunter, a columnist lor
I he Columbus Dispatch, wrote
in yesterday's editions that
angry Ohio State fans may wam
a new coach but no one talks
about who thai might be I lealso
brought up the subject ol buying out Iressel's contract, which
would paj iiessei more than$12
million through lanuaiA 2013.
Tongue in cheek, Hunter pro
posed those wanting lo get rid of
I ressel might want to circulate
petitions to build a casino or two
on campus so the i oai h and his
biggest boosters, athletic director Gene Smith and Ohio Stale
president Gordon dee. all could
he fired.
With the Buckeyes 11-1) preparing In play Toledo at Cleveland
Browns Stadium on Saturday,
the glow of that 2002 national
championship game seems light
years away.
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I'll rSBURGH - Mike Tomlin
offers two words of advice for
those who would rush lo judgment on the Pittsburgh Steelers'
running game: lie patient
The Steelers ran for a paltry
.'(Ii yards on 2:1 carries while
beating Tennessee 13-10 last
Thursday, their lowest output
in a season opener in nine
years. Willie Parker appeared a
bit slow and tentative in getting
to the line of scrimmage, and
Rashard Mendenhall looked
confused at times.
So did an offensive line that,
according to left tackle Max
Stalks, had trouble adjust
ing to some fronts offered by
Tennessee's 4-3 defense. Most of
the Steelers' AFC opponents use
a 3-4 system.
Despite the steelers' uncharacteristic ineffectiveness in
running the ball, Tomlin said
looking for ways to explain away
the problems or pointing fingers
won't lead to improvement.
"You know, it's a factor." the
Steelers coach said yesterday of
the 4-3, which is also played by
Chicago, this week's opponent.

Tm not going to allow it to be an
excuse. We have to execute and
play winning football, and we're
capable of that. We understand
what we face schematically this
week and how they play, but
al the same time understanding and being able lo function
against it are two different
things."
It's probably not helping that
Parker was limited by injuries
lo four carries in the preseason,
or that Mendenhall had precious little time in the offense
last year until going down with
a season ending shoulder injury
alter four games.
To Tomlin, developing a run
game
even one as consistently good as Pittsburgh's — is an

involving process that sometimes
takes more than one week.
"I believe, particularly in
September football, people
make a commitment to stopping
the run and it's easier to make
the commitment when everybody feels good and you've got
all the horses in the stable." said
Tomlin. a former Vikings defensive coordinator. T think over
the course of a long haul, you
see who's good at it week in and
week out. It's usually tough sled

ding early in the football season.
That's been my experience."
Someone
who
knows
Pittsburgh's running game as
well as anyone, although he did
not play under Tomlin. believes
the Steelers (1-0) will have ongoing problems running the ball.
lerome Beltis, the No. 5 runner in Ml. history, called the
Steelers "a mediocre running
team on their best day' in a
weekly column he is writing for
Web site Sl.com. Bettis played for
the Steelers from 1996-2006 and
is the second-lead ing rusher in
franchise history.
"I don't think they've reached
a panic situation yet because
the Titans don't allow anyone
to run the football on them,"
Bettis wrote. "Hut there are serious problems. Willie Parker: I
haven't seen much from him.
Hashard Mendenhall: I haven't
really seen him. period. ... The
running back I like least on the
team is Prank Summers, the
rookie fullback, lie doesn't seem
to understand what's going on.

He'smissing plenty of blocks and
that's affecting everything. Ibis
definitely has to he addressed
off the field this week."
Summers is a fifth-round

(0-1) to be unusually demanding.
"We just got to clean up the
technique and clean up the little
things." be said. "We've got to
practice hard and practice lull
speed. We've all got lo account
for one another. We've got to
clean up whal we did the last
game."
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draft pick from UNI V who was
outplayed during training camp
and in the exhibition games
by non drafted rookie Isaac
Redman, who is currently on
the practice squad. Bettis also
wrote thai the offensive line
lacks continuity and "on top of
not being able to protect lien
Hoethlisbeiger. they're letting
running backs get hit before
they reach the line of scrimmage I here's not a lot any back
can do in that situation."
Despite winning the Super
Bowl last season, the Steelers
ranked only 23rd in rushing and
did inH have a 1.000 yard runner
as Parker was bothered by knee
and shoulder injuries.
Parker, who has rushed for
1.000 yards in three seasons
and is unsigned past ibis year,
expects the practices before
Sunday's game against the Bears
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Steelers' Tomlin: Be patient on run game
By Alan Robinson
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QUESTIONS
From Page 6
11 What is the best way to kick back and relax7
Definitely sodk «n a hot tub We have one b , k I
n the winter
12. You're president for one day. What would you ban?
People over the age of 60 from driving
13. What is your dream car?
Probably an H3 I
■*■ th a bunch of electronics inside
14. What is the best part of growing up in Minnesota?
The hockey tradtl it they have up there Its kind of like high school
football here m Ohio Its amazing how many great players came througt
the state, and the support was unbelievable. If was a great expc
be able to play m high school.
15. If you could have one superpower, what would it be?
Definitely teleportation t_ike the guy in Jun
16. Where would you go?
Probabl. t *>• '
Minn,
me a ' tl

ata state golf final that I lost It stil1•

17. What is one food that makes your stomach turn?
Quesadillas w

PIPER

18 Who is the person you most look up to?
Probably Tiger [Wood*]. He does everything so well, both on the course
and off. Hes a terrific role model

From Page 6
ing with back-to-back 72's,
Schneider entered the final
round at even-par, five shots
off t he lead.
He figured it would lake (i(i
or 07 to win.
"Before I went out, coach told
me that the greens were a little
softer because of overnight
watering." Schneider said, "lie
told me there were opportunities to score, so go be aggressive,"
Beginning on the second
bole because of a shotgun
start. Schneider provided a
harbinger of things to come
by sticking his approach shot
to within a fool at No. 2 for an
easy birdie.
After a bogey at four and
a birdie at seven, Schneider
really got things going at nine,
drilling a 35-foot putt to move
to two-under.
Schneider kept the momentum going with a birdie at 10,
and then at 15 he converted
another long birdie putt-this
one from 20 feet lo gel to
minus-four.
After stumbling at Hi with
a bogey. Schneider seized
the momentum right back at
17, holing a 25-foot birdie lo
gel back to four-iinder. After
paring the treacherous Kith,
the stage was set for the final
hole dramatics at number

19. If you could choose a dream golfing foursome, who would it
include and what course would you play at?
It would be myself, my dad. Tiger Wood* and probably [M
<
rdai
We would definitely have to play at Aug.
20. What is your favorite memory from your time here at BGSU?
It would have to be th- ■
just a nice time for everyone to bond and q-* * ■

ALAINA6UZAS

THE POWERS: John Powers combined milh Ins Fakon teammates lo lie (oi ihe overall learn title
one.
Standing on the tee at the
430-yard, par-4 first, both
Schneider and Winger figured
a birdie was needed lo either
win outright or lie.
"It was really hard to tell
what everyone else was doing
because (here are no leaderboards out there," Schneider
said. "But coach and I both
figured birdie would give me a
great chance."
With that in mind. Schneider
stood on the lee and unleashed
a mammoth drive, in excess of
300 yards, leaving him with
just 113 yards to the hole. Prom
there,

Schneider flushed a gap
plenty of break.
wedge, which carried about
"I just tried to play the corfour yards past I he hole before
rect amount of break and
put a calm, solid stroke on it,"
spinning back hole-high to
Schneider said.
within three feet.
Which he did. dropping the
"I hit thai hall so solid,"
Schneider said. "As soon as it
ball into the left side ot the
hole for his second consecuwas in the air I knew it would
tive first place finish at the
spin back."
The work, however, was not
Piper Intercollegiate.
done.
"It feels great to get out here
lacing Schneider was the
for the first tournament of the
year and come away with two
kind of putt that causes all
golfers, pro and amateur alike, wins like this," Schneider said,
to lose sleep at night. A wicked "Excellent to begin my senior
downhill three-footer with
season.''
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Police discover 'person
of interest* in Yale killing
By Ray Henry and Susan Ha
The Associated Press

NEW HAVEN, Conn. - Police
have identified a "person of
interest" in the killing of a
Yale University graduate student whose body was hidden
for days in a wall in a university research building, a
Connecticut state official said
yesterday.
The official has firsthand
knowledge of the police investigation into the death of 24year-old Annie Le and would
not elaborate on what was
meant by "person of interest."
The official spoke on condition of anonymity because the
Investigation is continuing.
A spokesman for New Haven
police, who have been extraordinarily tight-lipped during the
investigation, did not immediately return a call seeking comment.
Police said earlier yesterday
that they had questioned 150
people in connection with the
death of Le, who vanished Sept.
8 from a Yale research building.
Her body was found Sunday,
on what would have been her

The Associated Press

I.UCASVILI.E, Ohio - Gov. Ted
Strickland ordered a weeklong
reprieve for a condemned i n mate
yesterday after the Ohio execution team had problems finding
the inmate's veins during the
lethal injection process.
Executioners struggled for
more than two hours to locate
suitable veins for inserting IVs
into 53-year-old liomell Broom,
who was sentenced to die for the
rape and slaying of a 14-year-old
Tryna Middleton in 1984!

wedding day, stuffed behind a
wall in a basement laboratory.
They said they did not expect
to make an arrest yesterday.
State prosecutors also
blocked the release of autopsy
results in Le's death yesterday.
The chief state medical examiner's office ruled the death a
homicide Monday but have yet
to say the manner in which Le
died.
State's Attorney Michael
Uearington did not return a
call seeking comment on why
his office requested that the
autopsy results be delayed.
Authorities were keeping
watch on some of Le's co-workers and have descended in
large numbers this week on the
home of a Yale animal research
technician who lives in the
Wharfside Commons apartment complex in Middletown.
An official parked outside
complex, about 20 miles away
near Hartford, wouldn't confirm whether police were there
to investigate the Le killing,
but public records show the
technician lives in a first-floor
apartment. A man answering
the door yesterday said the

No Ohio governor has issued
a similar last-minute reprieve
since the state resumed executions in 1999.
The team began working on
Broom, in a holding cell 17 steps
from the execution chamber, at
about 2 p.m. They stopped at
about 4:30 p.m. Broom attempted
to help the team access his veins,
and after one failed attempt, he
covered his face and appeared to
be sobbing.
Broom's lawyer, Tim Sweeney,
wrote Ohio Supreme Court Chief
Justice Thomas 1. Moyer asking
him to end the procedure.

Dogs sniff out inmates' illegal cell
phones in New Jersey
By Bath DaFalco
The Associated Press

BORDBNTOWN, N.J. — As
Congress considers whether to
allow state prisons to install cell
phone jamming devices, New
Jersey is grappling with ways to
stop inmates from ninning criminal enterprises from behind bars.
Yesterday, stateAttomey General
Anne Milgram announced charges
against 35 inmates indicted for cell
phone possession, a crime that
carries a maximum sentence of
five years in prison and a SI5,000
fine.
The problem is so bad, in once
instance law enforcement officers
were able to intercept a conference
call among gang members.
"Two inmates in different pris
ons and a third inmate in a county
jail were plotting retaliation against
another gang member." Milgram
said. "This is not what should l>c
happening when we put criminal
behind bars."
Of the 35 inmates indicted on
Friday, 25 are reputed gang mem-
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technician wasn't at home and
closed the door.
Neighbors said authorities in
unmarked cars arrived Monday
afternoon and frequently follow and pull over drivers in the
complex. New Haven police
would not comment on the
efforts there.
Police are analyzing what
they call "a large amount" of
physical evidence but have not
gone into detail.
At a meeting of medical
school students and teachers
Monday, Yale president Richard
Levin said police have narrowed the number of potential
suspects to a very small pool
because building security systems recorded who entered the
building and what times they
entered, the Yale Daily News
reported yesterday. The appropriate people are being monitored, he said.
Yale spokesman Tom Conroy
said he couldn't confirm the
report.
The killing took place in a
heavily secured building accessible only to students and university employees. It was the
first killing at Yale in a decade.

Strickland grants weeklong reprieve
from lethal injection to inmate
By Stephen Majors

WWWBGVIEWS.COM

bers, she said.
Under current law, tlie FCC can
only allow federal agencies — not
state or local authorities — to jam
cell phone signals. Pltone industry
representatives object, saying that
jamming signals could interfere with
legitimate service and 911 calls.
The legislation in Congress
would change the law to allow
states to use the jammers, and a
vote in the U.S. Senate could come
tliis fall.
But states aren't waiting Many
have started testing electronic ceil
phone detection technology and
several, like Virginia and New Jersey,
have started to use specially trained
dogs to sniff out the phones.
New Jersey prison officiaLs also
have stepped up use of Donlnvasive scanner chairs to search
inmates returning from work
details. The state has taken other
measures — such as removing
vending machine from visitor
areas so family members can't
pass the phones in snack packs
— to stop ininate access to the
devices.

Classified Ads
419-372-6977
The BG Newii will not knowingly
accept advertisements thai discriminate, or encourage discrimination
against any individual or group on
the basis of race, sex, color, creed,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran, or on the basis of any other
legally protected status.

Help Wanted
BARTENDING! up to S300/day. No
exp necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
After-school child care staff needed,
must be available M-W-F. 3-6pm
or Tuesdays & Thursdays, 3-6pm.
Contact Sara at:
sperna@ymcatoledo.org
Co-eds for innovative ladies' spa
academy 18 yrs, non-smoker, fit
confident, nurturing, eager to learn
and pass it on Limited PT. great pay
w paid training at BG location. We
champion the whole person:
physical, emotional, spiritual E-mail
short bio to: myofit@myo-fit.com
Include contact info & sched. ASAP.
Mr. Spots is hiring!
Apply in person at 125 E. Court St
419-352-7768
Spanish tutor needed for pre-school
student in our Perrysburg home.
Looking for dynamic and fun tutor for
our active learner. Eady childhood
education preferred, reliable transportation req Contact Beth at:
bethweststamps@yahoo com
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Often dramatic number
Dumps
Finds fault with
Dashiell Hammett's last novel
Marsh critter
Tubeless and with no moving
parts, in electronics
Site of the mythical Lethe River
Little foxes
Bible book before Nehemiah
"Care to make it interesting?"
Trout spot
Personification
How to see the obvious
Feminine force
Speed limit posting, e.g.
Lawn stnp
Acknowledge silently
Obtain
Wearing a bolero
Lab alert?
Some modern tribal operations

•
'
•
'
►
•
'
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Majestic entrance
Uncommon thir>g
Successor to the mini
Climb
Bourbon and Sesame:
Abbr.
Require the Heimlich
maneuver
Kindled again
Busting one's hump
Profs' degrees
Casual greetings
Recording, as in a
journal
Online shopping
mecca
Cop's duty
Double-dealing
Franco-German borde
region
Rodeo mount
Specialty, slangily
Three-part H.S. exam
Some water bottles
NASA go-aheads
'50s pres.
Horn of Africa country

Grammy category
Recline next to
Blush, for one
River to the Ligunan Sea
Playback machines, briefly
Move (away), like a coward

56 "See ya!"
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Juvenile retort
"London Fields" novelist
Prom dancer
Very slow rate
Disposal bits

Pregnancy Tests
Counseling
Post Abortion Counseling
Pregnancy Support
Adoption Information
Limited Ultrasounds
Material Assistance

58
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Please call tor an appointment.

Help Wanted

Services Offered

For Rent

Looking 4 dedicated, morning/happy
8 detail oriented college students to
help beautify area homes.
Reliable transportation necessary.
Call MightyMouseMaid at
330-620-6927.

Experienced editor will take on your
thesis or dissertation, reasonable
rates. Call 419-353-0340.

Newer, cozy, 1 BR duplex w/ deck,
close to campus, yr lease,
$400/mo + elec, call 419-654-5716.

Personals

Ouiet upstairs 2 BR duplux, living rm,
full bath, kitchen/dinette $480/mo.

Teacher Assistant- Bowling Green
Candidate must have a high school
diploma or GED. experience with
pre-school aged children & a working
knowledge of early childhood development. Responsibilities include
assisting the teacher with daily classroom activities, responding to needs
of children, maintaining cleanliness
of items used in the classroom and
preparing and maintaining accurate
reports and documents Must also
be willing to obtain a CDA within two
years. Must also submit to initial and
periodic physical exam background
checks. Seasonal, PT, avg. 25
hrs/wk. S8.40/hr. Send resume by
September 25. 2009 to: WSOS CAC.
Attn: HR-TA/BG/CT. P.O. Box 590,
Fremont, OH 43420.
EEOE

For Sale
THE BIGGEST POSTER SALEI
Biggest & best selection Choose
from over 2000 different images.
FINE ART, MUSIC, MODELS, HUMOR, ANIMALS, PERSONALITIES,
LANDSCAPES, MOTIVATIONALS,
PHOTOGRAPHY. MOST IMAGES
ONLY $7, S8 AND $9. SEE US AT:
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Multi-Purpose Room on
Mon. Sept. 14th - Friday, Sept 18th.
2009 THE HOURS ARE 9am - 6pm.
THIS SALE IS SPONSORED BY
University Activities Organization

Year lease. Call 419-654-5716.

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Try our new steak-n-cheese sticks!
419-352-9638

For Rent
wwwmeccabg.com
Mecca Management, Inc.
419-353-5800
1 BR apt now avail, ideal for grad
students or mature undergrads,
close to campus Call 419-352-5414
1 BR unlum. apts. avail, on campus
shuttle route, semester or yr lease,
call 419-575-4511.
955 North Main St,
Nice 3 BR brick ranch,
S850/mo, call 419-352-5882.

1,2, Si 3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only

$499!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

Rooms low as S225/mo, 2 blcks from
univ. 1. 2 BR low as S450/mo.
Also 1/1/10-1 &2 BRapls.
Cartyrentals.com/ call 419-353-0325
The Homestead -1 BR w/ study,
walking distance to campus, short
term lease avail, $495/mo ♦ all util
Call 419-354-6036, 9am-3pm. M-F.
www.bghighlandmgmt.co
"Across from Kohl Hall, HUGE 2br
Apt Great view of BGSU, Ig. kitch,
dining rm, W/D. off-Street Parking.

S595/mo, Call 614-668-1116.

11AM M11PM

7 DAYS A WEEK

"SamB's
consistently
serves the best
food between
Perrysburg and
Columbus."
The Toledo Blade Food Critic

DI-INQDELH

-FREE HEAT
V»«SITY SOUAM
AftUtTMIKTS

N

i
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OPEN RECRUITMENT
FALL 2009

LM-AJ^/es
r
M A

Wash and Win !

«

54
57

441 Frazee 419.354.4673
www.bgpc.org
M-Th (10-5). Fri (10-1)

| V*»p«On
1 South Main

t

NowOpan Saturday 10-3 |QB

"Pi Beta Phi.
still nothing purer or
lovelier graces the name
of friendship."

43
44
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50
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Boggle accessory
Toy with an engine
Vague amount
32-Down wasn't one
of them
S'poses
They may be staked
Aviator
Chihuahua female
Italian for "frozen"
Espresso foam
Courtier in "Hamlet"
Movers, but hope'ully
not shakers
Fellow
'80s band '_
Tuesday
Language suffix

Reliable information on all options.
Supportive and professional.

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 fg>

WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 16TH
TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 22ND
WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 2SRD
ALL OPEN HOUSES ARE 8-10 PM

37
38
40
41

32" LCD
IPod
$100 and $50
And
Taltvision * Nano * Laundry Cards * Mora!
Every time you use your laundry card you are
automatically entered. See web site or Inside
store for more details. Drawing held 10/01/2009
Clean Store - Security Cameras
Largest Dryer in Town - Open 24/7
Air Conditioned - Free Wi-Fi - ATM
Air Hockey and Pool Tables

www.LMARIES.com

www.sambs.com

HAPPY HOURS 9-11PM

